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Title:
Military Community Impact Hiring
equipping people with skills to pivot to high-tech careers

Quincy Harper:

Military impact hiring is basically a system or a program to help other transitioning military members and spouses find that sense of fulfillment or their job satisfaction, so that they can be successful members of society.

Tyler Eccleton:

The career skills program was really such an asset in my life. It provided me a way to get into the workforce without having a gap in employment.

Mary Lou Hall:

The Hiring Our Heroes fellowship program was a terrific opportunity to really focus on the activities of transition.

Quincy Harper:

The one thing I would want the military community to know and understand about our program, is that access and exposure equals opportunity. By gaining access to Accenture Federal Services and our programs, it creates opportunities later on in their life.

Jose Rivera:

In Accenture Federal Services, where they actually make you feel comfortable, as a veteran transferring over into the civilian sector to be more at peace with who you are in the sector.

Tyler Eccleton:

I was able to transition very smoothly straight from the Air Force to my full time job here at Accenture Federal Services, and if not for the career skills program, I can't say that I would have had that same opportunity.
Mary Lou Hall:
When you're going through a military transition, a life change, this big, it really is not an individual experience. Your whole pod, your whole community, your whole family are going through it with you. And that's what's great about this opportunity. It provides a smooth transition from one entire sort of way of living to another.

Quincy Harper:
The work that we do, is work that matters. Every day that you come to work for Accenture Federal Services, because we are a federal government contract with such a large footprint, we're constantly involved in programs and processes to uplift our community, to uplift the military community and just affect change across the federal government space as a whole.
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